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Company Description
ScaleOut Software develops distributed caching, in-memory
computing, and stream processing software to scale application
performance, perform real-time, data-parallel computation, and
enable stateful stream processing on fast-changing data.
Founded in 2003, ScaleOut Software develops and markets
industry-leading technology for in-memory computing
combining high performance, high availability and ease of use.
ScaleOut Software’s products are in production use on live,
operational systems at hundreds of customers worldwide. Every
day tens of millions of in-memory data access and computing
operations are handled quickly and reliably by ScaleOut’s
products across a wide range of applications and industries,
including e-commerce, financial services, IoT, media services,
transportation, telecommunication, energy, and many others.
From the company’s inception, our development process has
focused on working closely with our customers to identify their
requirements, deliver software technology that meets their
needs, and provide world-class support.

Product Profile

ScaleOut StateServer® provides scalable, highly available
distributed caching to scale application performance. ScaleOut
StreamServer™ enables stateful stream processing by integrating
a stream processing engine with ScaleOut StateServer's
in-memory data grid. ScaleOut ComputeServer® adds
data-parallel computing so developers can easily perform
sub-second analysis for real-time feedback within live systems.

Overview

ScaleOut’s products provide distributed
caching, stream processing, and in-memory
computing so applications can store and
analyze real-time data and provide immediate
feedback within live systems.

Executive Summary

ScaleOut Software provides an integrated suite
of distributed caching, stateful stream
processing, and in-memory computing software
to give companies a competitive advantage by
enabling fast, scalable analysis of live data that
can identify and capture business opportunities
in real time. Intuitive APIs and automated
management enhance developer productivity
and simplify deployment. ScaleOut’s product
suite is available for container-based
deployment in Red Hat OpenShift environments
to get you up and running fast.

Statement from Partner

“We are excited to make our scalable, in-memory
computing technology available for use with Red
Hat Containers,” said William Bain, founder and
CEO of ScaleOut Software. “Our highly scalable,
distributed, and self-organizing software architecture is a natural fit for seamless integration
within Red Hat’s container-based ecosystem.”

Statement from Red Hat Connect

“Customers are looking to migrate their applications to the cloud leveraging containers as the
deployment model,” said Mike Werner, Sr.
Director, Global Technology Partners, Red Hat.
“Red Hat container certification assures a
supportable platform for all types of customer
deployment models. Red Hat is thrilled to work
with software partners like ScaleOut Software,
resulting in the world’s largest commercial
ecosystem for containers.”

Product Benefits
ScaleOut Software’s product suite is used by leading companies for scalable,
in-memory data storage, stateful stream processing, and data-parallel
analysis of fast-changing data in live systems. Key benefits include:
• Scalable, in-memory data storage for consistently fast access as workloads grow
• Stateful stream processing that automatically correlates events by data sources
and maintains in-memory state for each data source
• In-memory data-parallel analysis, including MapReduce, on live data
• Sequentially consistent data storage that ensures a coherent view of stored data
at all times
• Self-organizing, peer-to-peer architecture that maps cleanly into
container-based environments
• Patented architecture for high availability that enables use in mission critical
applications
• Automated deployment (discovery, load-balancing, data replication, and
recovery after server failures)
• Focus on ease-of-use for both application development and management
Use Cases
Battle-tested for more than a decade across a wide variety of mission-critical applications, ScaleOut’s
product suite adds value in numerous use cases, including:
•

Fast, scalable, in-memory data storage for eCommerce shopping websites and online applications,
such as telecommunications, logistics, education, banking, and ad tech

•

Event stream processing in applications such as logistics, IoT, medical device tracking, mobile apps,
security systems, and fraud detection

•

Data-parallel analysis for financial services, including risk management and equity trading, logistics,
mobile apps, etc.

Applications which track and analyze live, fast-changing data need
scalable, in-memory computing technology to respond in real-time
with “operational intelligence” and capture business opportunities in
the moment. ScaleOut Software’s product suite makes this technology
easy to integrate into applications and straightforward to deploy within
container-based environments.
To learn more or download a free trial please
visit http://www.scaleoutsoftware.com.
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